WASTE NOT, WANT NOT
Improving urban livelihoods in Vanuatu through small social enterprises that
strengthen waste management and hygiene behaviours
World Vision Vanuatu's Waste Not, Want Not
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75 rubbish pickers from the Port Vila landfill on
best hygiene practices to improve safety and sanitation;
31 sanitary kits were also distributed to support uptake of practices.
World Vision has engaged in major events in Vanuatu, promoting hygiene and
waste management messages and practices and distributing information and
education materials - this has reached around 12,000 people.
World Vision has also used its "Ademap Kala" nutrition campaign to incorporate
messaging on backyard gardening and recycling. 5 demonstration nutritionfocused backyard garden plots have been constructed using recycled materials in
the target communities.
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BUSINESS CURRICULUM
The "Resilient and Inclusive Social Enterprises" curriculum, or RISE, is an innovative business
training program designed by World Vision in partnership with The Difference Incubator, especially
for the Pacific region. It is targeted at the family or household level, and moves business owners
through various stages of informal vendors/farmers to micro-enterprises, tailored for their context.
RISE is uniquely Pacific as it recognises the interdependency of families and communities. It
acknowledges that individual businesses that do not contribute to a common good or service for the
extended family or community are often viewed critically and/or with jealousy. Success or failure
for community-scale businesses here are determined as much from their ability to plan and manage
their family and community relationships, networks and culture, as it is from their ability to plan
and take action in relation to their business. So, RISE takes business facilitation a step further:
supporting businesses to consider, analyse and plan for improved social or community impact,
gender roles and responsibilities, and disaster preparedness and risk reduction.

